Getting our
colleagues to be
superheroes too

Our Purpose:
Develop our collective intelligence and our understanding of
powerful technology developments and broader social and
economic impacts!

Welcome and
Get Connected

Latte Break and
Expanding Our Network

How will we respond?

Closing Remarks

managers and
prospective
candidates.
Parliament.

We're disrupting call
centred for public
servants and
Canadians!

Canadian Digital
service!!! YAY!!

Default towards
inaction

who will you be disruptive
with in the coming year?

Kryptonite - risk
averse corporate
culture

Consensus

Mindset
and Rules

what may render
you powerless?
Budget

- Hieu Vu
- Ian Lee
- Jennifer Fletcher,
Mario Garneau,
Wendy Luciani

Presentation to Panel

Kryptonite = Legislative
change
Taillefer / Mailloux

Unagile
organisations!!

Change
resistance!

where will you make positive
impact immediately?
Take a chance Ala Abba

Park the legacy
system

Who's Disrupting?
What's the disruption
with Dr. Allan Dafoe

Can AlphaZero learn to
excel in any
rules-based setting?
Negotiations?

Legislation

Legacy tech
IT and
systems

Rules

Give team space to
innovate in risk
toleratlnt “safe space”

Spread
awareness
throughout
organization

Pitch a
pilot!
Overcome
default towards
inaction

Working the open so
you can see the change
as it happens

Don’t give
up!

Where impact:
CDS - API"ize" GoC.
Reach out, engage,
leverage.
Garneau JM

Challenge our
teams to think
disruptively!

Get colleagues to
be superheroes
too

Is anti-trust law a
solution for tech
oligopolies?

How do we foster
positive developments
in AI and manage its
risks?

Labour
displacement

AS growth is
exponential, but policy
making is linear. How
can we keep up?

Can we incorporate AI
into how we teach our
employees ?

Time for a Super-Coffee break!
What is the
consequences of AI
misinterpreting rules?

Values and biases in
developing the
algorithms

Who's accountable
when advice comes
from a smart bot

Who’s the chief
disruptive officier?

Culture shift and
sense of urgency
needed in society

Lean?
Agile?

What are the concrete
steps for Canada to be
an AI-for-good leader?

What are the
implications of the
algorithms getting
hacked

Where should we
focus to regulate
well?

Legislative
paralysis

Jennifer Fletcher
Mario Garneau
Wendy Luciani

Hieu Vu
Need to solve
pain points

It's about
the people

Solicit colleagues to
work together to
generate business
process solutions

What is being disrupted
with Dr. Allan Dafoe

Share your insights thru Nureva!

QuickShare

Become the tinder for
problems & solutions!

AI as a service
first.

Main obstacles: owner
Start with pain point buyin, procurement, IT
not the tech
& privacy

Who's disrupting?

Call people with lived
experience and ask
them what they need

Forge new
disruptive
partnerships

Agile

User-centred
design

Is there a vehicle for us
to use CDS Services?

Work with business
lead/owner & build
Coalition of the willing!

User research is
core for this
service!

Ian Lee

How can other
departments
continuously improve?

ALL of the
data

Iteration

Importance of Clean data is the
foundation
coalition

BioGuard Smart Pool.
Use the power of the
cloud

How to convince senior
management to move
to product
management vs project

Space matters when
having cross-functional
meetings

I can’t tell you
there is a red or
blue pill to take!
AI pilot projects
are legal!

Agile
Procurement

Over a working lunch, you will have a chance
Your designing disruption challenge: You have 1
to create a prototype!
hour and 15 minutes until you pitch.

Make it happen!
How can we do
user research?

Implementers: Morgan & Emily
Architects: Deepika
Initiators: Anna & Zac

Geo: Engaging users in
partnership with British
Columbia Lottery Corp

Break
some eggs

Design for impact!

What does this mean for me?

Identify the problem or opportunity you want
address (make sure you provide relevant context)

Please Welcome...
Our panelists!

Create bold futures!

...which one are YOU?
(naturally, like a
superpower?)

Jen Hunter
+1 (343) 998-6856
jenxhunter@deloitte.ca

Ed Greenspon
+1 (613) 238-7856 ext. 226
egreenspon@ppforum.ca

What's your solution? (are there costs or benefits
for various groups?)
Morgan Nordstrom
+1 (343) 997-1675
monordstrom@deloitte.ca

How are you going to make it happen? The plan.

Culture of
learning

Kevin Armstrong
+1 (613) 751-5353
karmstrong@deloitte.ca

Outline the steps. What skills are required? Who
needs to be engaged? How can you start small
and scale up?
Your ask! What do you need to make this
happen?

Stephen Lucas
Environment and Climate
Change Canada

Emily McHugh
+1 (613) 751-5309
emchugh@deloitte.ca

Anna Jahn
+1 (613) 238-7856 ext. 220
ajahn@ppforum.ca

Jean-Francois Tremblay
Indigenous Services

Jon McFaul
+1 (613) 793-1830
jmcfaul@deloitte.ca

Caroline Dumont
+1 (613) 238-7856 ext. 222
cdumont@ppforum.ca

Zac Delong
+1 (613) 238-7856 ext. 232
zdelong@ppforum.ca

